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Working hard to make marketing and support 
possible for any business
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150birds is a heavily managed marketplace that decreases 
the cost of hiring a marketing department by 90%. 150birds 
technology joins the user’s existing company data with a
flexible team that evolves as the user’s business goes 
through various stages of its lifecycle.  

150birds makes marketing accessible to businesses of all sizes 
through a subscription based model while providing the flexibility 
to increase or decrease operational capacity at an hourly rate. 
150birds provides an all-in-one platform where small businesses 
manage their marketing program, monitor projects, and com-
municate with their marketing team. Users have access to their 
teams from anywhere and at any time. The 150birds platform 
enables asynchronous communication between marketing team 
members and users, so everyone can work when they want to. 

Most businesses don’t have an idea of where to start with 
marketing. Any holistic marketing strategy requires a variety 
of specialists to execute.  150birds configures the right mix of 
specialists for each specific business. The 150birds  platform 
helps these businesses get started with marketing at a rate 
300% cheaper than an agency while retaining a standard of 
high quality and finding talent 10x faster than hiring tradition-
al freelancers from generic marketplaces.
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150birds is unique because of its all-in-one marketing service. 
150birds lends each user a strategist who curates the perfect 
team of marketing specialists to fit their needs and grow their 
business. This formulaic approach to synthesizing strategy and 
team curation cuts overhead costs and provides a personalized 
solution tailored to each client’s needs. 150birds is more affordable 
than in-house hiring and working with agencies and delivers 
more effective results than hiring freelancers through generic 
marketplaces. 

150birds caters to the needs of each business and works with 
them to  plan how to grow and scale their business for the best 
possible results.

How is 150birds different?
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We know that the value of marketing accrues over time, which is why 
we’ve boiled down the plan to a formulaic approach—not some fill in 
the blank strategy. 

The 150birds process is simple. First, the 
user goes to the website and clicks “get a free 
proposal.” Shortly after submitting the form, a 
specialist from the 150birds team gets in touch 
to schedule an onboarding session. On the 
onboarding call, the specialist uncovers the 
specific needs of the business. Based on the 
business’s inputs, 150birds apply a formulaic 
approach to generate the optimal marketing 
plan to meet the business’s objectives within 
the given timeline. 150birds then recruits and 
curates the right talent to  collaborate on 
different stages of the business’s l ifecycle. 
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Unbundling is the process of splitting large, shallow sectors of the  
economy (marketplaces) into smaller, focused, profitable pieces.  
Services like marketing are more nuanced than products or sales,  so 
traditional employment has taken longer to unbundle.  There are a lot 
of barriers when it comes to unbundling employment from work. 

At 150birds, we’re unbundling the marketing agency and reimagining 
the marketing function from the ground up. 150birds is the first heavily 
managed marketplace specializing in marketing that entails liquidity, 
logistics, capital, and security on the supply side and discovery, 
efficiency, trust, and supervision on the demand side. 

150birds unbundling model focuses on creating a platform that makes 
marketing accessible to all businesses while creating multi-income 
streams for freelancers specialized in various creative specializations. 
Freelancers can communicate with their users and team members 
at any time and provide opportunities for team relationship building. 
150birds commoditizes marketing strategy and execution by ingesting 
user data and generating the marketing plan through a formulaic 
approach of stringing together the optimal mix of services to achieve 
the desired outcome in a specific timeline. The training and certification 
feature of the 150birds marketplace ensures that our freelancers learn a 
rinse and repeat model to conduct and scale our services.
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150birds makes marketing and strategic guidance affordable for all 
businesses. 150birds is dedicated to helping all its clients develop an 
effective marketing strategy no matter the size of their business. 
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Rick Koletavitoglu is the founder and CEO of 150birds. Rick has designed, 
launched and grown brand strategy for a variety of B2B and B2C brands, and 
social movements. He founded CreatorDen, a self-serve marketplace solution for 
social influencers to create effective 1:1 campaigns for brands including Netflix, 
Wella, Pantene, Dell, P&G, Careem and 100s of other brands. 

While working in Silicon Valley, Rick noticed the market needed a shakeup and 
decided now was the time to launch 150birds.

Rick’s focus is on helping freelancers get higher pay and perform high quality 
work for the customers of 150birds. He leads a team of creative, hardworking 
individuals who are dedicated to the development of 150birds and focused on the 
needs of their clients. Rick and his team are committed to meeting clients’ needs.

Originally from the Washington DC area, Rick received a bachelor’s degree in 
international business from American University.
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SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 1, 2020 – 150birds, a leader in flexible marketing services, announced 
the launch of first-of-its-kind ‘shared marketing teams,’ a blend of human resources and team 
collaboration software, that unlike traditional agencies, does not charge high monthly retainers 
or costly hourly rates. 150birds provides clients a one-stop-shop to establish their brand and 
grow revenue. The 150birds model acts as the middleman and gives each client a personalized 
micro agency specific to their marketing needs.

Many business owners do not know where to start when it comes to marketing, nor do they have 
the time to do it independently. While agencies are efficient, they are way too expensive for small 
businesses. Freelancers may seem like a cost-efficient alternative at first, but finding the right 
talent is both timely and requires domain-specific know-how. 150birds helps these businesses meet 
their marketing needs at a rate three times cheaper than agencies and find talent ten times 
faster than hiring freelancers through traditional online marketplaces. Additionally, 150birds 
helps clients grow their business faster, and the 150birds model requires less emotional 
bandwidth than dealing with agencies and freelancers.

150birds uses a transparent structure that turns the client into their marketing director. By 
listening to the client’s needs, 150birds creates the marketing plan and curates the team that 
collaborates to execute various stages of the business’s life cycle. 150birds employs a 
results-driven approach, setting goals and expectations with clients at the onset of the 
engagement, enabling clients to integrate with their team fully and accomplish their goals 
within the established timeframe.

The team that 150birds curates for their clients work as a fluid extension of the client’s business. 
The client can scale their marketing team up or down on a dime as their needs change. The 
asynchronous model of 150birds allows clients to access and communicate with their marketing 
team while receiving progress analytics to track results. 

150birds CEO Rick Koletavitoglu states that he and his team “are excited to be at the start of a 
shift in the workforce. Over the next decade, we predict that the world will see accelerated 
adoption of specialized workers coming online through platforms that enable them to retain their 
artistic integrity while getting matched with more consistent, higher-paying work.” Feedough, a 
startup ranking website, recently dubbed the company as an “Uber for marketing services.”  

PRESS RELEASE                     Contact: Jeff Alexander
December 2020        Email: jeffrey@150birds.com

150birds Launches Flexible Marketing 
Model Focused on Client Personalization

An industry-first solution that designs the optimal strategy and curates the 
appropriate human resources on average 300% cheaper than working with agencies

About 150birds
150birds provides a cost-efficient, flexible model that gives small 
businesses & startups access to on-demand marketing teams.
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150birds has been featured in Startup Pill as one of the best and most innovative 
startups founded in San Francisco in 2020.

Feedough writes that 150birds is “promising” and likely to be “a success in the near 
future” in their review.

Even though 150birds is a new startup, they can already show proof of concept with 
some major achievements, including:

• 170+ creatives in talent network
• Currently generating $2k MMR 
• Plan to launch in December 2020 

Check out 150birds on social media!

• Instagram: @150birds • Instagram photos and videos
• Twitter: 150birds (@150birds) / Twitter
• Facebook: 150birds | Facebook
• Product Hunt: Product Hunt
• YouTube:  150birds - YouTube
• LinkedIn: 150birds (linkedin.com)
• Crunchbase: 150birds - Crunchbase Company Profile & Funding

Press Coverage 
and Achievements
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Contact Us

For any questions and inquiries please feel free to reach out to us. 

Contact:

Jeff Alexander: Public Relations and Marketing
Email: jeffrey@150birds.com 
Phone: 412-628-4826

You can also reach our public relations staff at:
Email: hi@150birds.com
Address: 1146 Leavenworth St, San Francisco, CA 94109
Website 


